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Healthcare Technology Systems hosts the state of the art, cloud-based
ERM/CMR routing platform FlipScrips. Our proprietary customized software
protocol helps pharmacies, laboratories, and durable medical equipment
providers expand their growth via telemedicine and 3rd party marketers.
Developed from tens of thousands of patient experiences, the FlipScrips
platform is far superior than any single CRM/EMR or telephone system
because it is ALL INCLUSIVE.

EASY TO USE
All your data, automated as it moves
through the pipeline seamlessly!

Patient advocacy group’s use our
FlipScrips system because of the
single platform transparency of
the doctor network and serviceproviders performances.

Doctors use our FlipScrips system
because the EMR is easier to
contact patients via our integrated communications module and
e-scribing has been streamlined.

WHY FLIPSCRIPS?
The FlipScrips cloud-based CRM, EMR and automated protocol integration with medical
providers establishes real-time data from all parties in the service chain. Whether you
are an Advertiser, Doctor, or Medical Provider, the reporting tools provide transparency
of the entire patient fulfillment process as to better determine end-to-end deficiencies.
Our FlipScrips system further offers superior data mapping and security credentials.
Administrators from each group determine levels of access and classifies necessary
information on a per-task/need-to-know basis. By maintaining strict HIPAA standards,
the system presents sufficient relevant data for non-medical related users to access the
system for ancillary functions.

Service providers including pharmacies, laboratories and DME
providers use our FlipScrips
system because they get
extensive and accurate doctor
orders.

FEATURES

Ready to Help You

THE FLIPSCRIPS ADVANTAGE
More Patient Care, Less Paperwork
Reliability

Seamlessly initiate the prescription enrollment

The FlipScrips platform offers powerful, scalable, and secure cloud solutions. Developed from

process. Our all-inclusive platform streamlines what

extensive analysis of over ten thousand patient experiences, FlipScrips is unlike any other ERM/
CRM routing platform. FlipScrips is designed with firewalls, intrusion prevention, and a vulnerability

was once a bothersome, multi-step prescribing

management system to protect your data. The FlipScrips security department safeguards the
platform and operations against breaches and unforeseen events. Your data is protected!

process, involving multiple platforms for each of

Customized Solutions

several treatments, into one single digital process.

The FlipScrips platform supports all major protocols, HL7, FHIR, and provides custom
webservices for interconnects.
The platform connects advertisers, telemedicine, harmacies, & medical fufilment centers.
The FlipScrips platform incorporates security aware solutions, and is fully HIPPA compliant.

All Prescriptions in
One Place

Electronic Medical
Record

Customer Relational
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Integrated
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Insurance Validation
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How Can FlipScrips Help You

Helping You
Protect Your
Data
FlipScrips for Marketers
Our FlipScrips platform uses a cloud-based CRM providing opensource telephony (VOIP) technology
infrastructure in an all-inclusive streamlined process in ways competitors in the health vertical have
been unable to replicate. Our software platform is fully integrated with telemedicine providers, labs,
DME fulfillment, and genomics. FlipScrips provides our clients with detailed analytics and reporting, and
defines RX roadmaps based on local rules and state restrictions.

FlipScrips for Telemedicine
Using our Cloud-based CRM, FlipScrips platform provides live transfers to the Telehealth
Platform. Deep integration with Telehealth calling systems allows for greater accuracy and
compliance. Our system includes a communications module that enables users to handle
inbound/outbound phone calls, integrated voice response technology, smart call routing, and
call press “1” campaigns. The system communicates with patients, doctors, and administrators
with E-mail and SMS text notifications to increase contact rates and consultations. Further,
along with providing detailed analytics and reporting, the FlipScrips system contains
insurance validation protocols to ensure increased adjudications and reimbursements for our
medical providers and advertisers. Finally, the FlipScrips cloud-based CRM tracks and logs all
activity with patients from initial contact through final billing.

FlipScrips for DME, Pharmacies, & Labs
The FlipScrips platform using a cloud-based CRM has
streamlined the E-scribing process, enabling direct
connections to major pharmacy applications reducing
manual interaction, making it easy for doctors to prescribe.
Our EMR is HIPAA compliant and capable of prescribing many
products and services ranging from medications via specialty
pharmacies; skeletal braces via Durable Medical Equipment
providers; and requisition forms via laboratories. Further, by
providing detailed analytics and reporting, FlipScrips users
can easily manage send-backs and correct errors in real time.

Become Paperless
Become a paperless practice with secure document storage
No more worrying about leaving client records behind
Securley upload thousands of documents with unlimited total
storage
Store both staff documents and client documents seperately
Stay secure with our HIPAA compliant and encrypted application

Webinars and Training
The FlipScrips platform has hundreds of features that we
want to make sure you can enjoy. Sign up for one of our free
interactive webinars to take advantage of everything we have
to offer.

HIPPA COMPLIANCE
5 Facts to know about the Healthcare Industry:

•
•
•

Over 40% of physicians access PHI via mobile devices
44% of healthcare organizations host clinical applications in the cloud
Medical-related identity thefts accounted for 43% of all identity thefts reported
in the United States in 2013

•
•

Healthcare data is 50X more valuable on the black market than credit card data
Healthcare security systems , according to the FBI, are lagging compared to
other sectors

THE HIPPA SECURITY RULE
HIPPA establishes national standards to protect individuals’ electronic personal
health information that is created, received, used, or maintained by a covered entity.
It stipulates Administrative, Physical and Technical Safeguards to protect the
confidentiality, integrity and security of electronic protected health information
(ePHI).

•
•
•

All covered entities and business associates must comply
70,000+ HIPAA violation complaints in the last 3 years
Penalty per provision violated per year is $1.5M

THE FLIPSCRIPS APPROACH

Broad
Coverage

Broad HIPAA coverage with continuous
protection across all environments with a fully
managed, cloudbased security and compliance
suite

Secure
Service

Security-as-a-Service delivery model means zero
CAPEX, low OPEX, and nothing to manage

24/7
Support

Let the experts handle it via our 24x7 Security
Operations Center

FLIPSCRIPS
PLATFORM
SCREENSHOTS

Questions?
Contact us for a Demo of the FlipScrips Platform today!

Contact Us
// 5190 NW 74th Avenue, Miami, FL 33166
// 786.805.6025
// www.healthcaretechsystems.com

